# Degree Distribution schedule (11th to 16th) February, 2021

## Day 1
- **11th February, 2021, Thursday**
- **Time:** 11:00 am to 1:00 pm
- **RBS, SOFT, SOL & CRD**
  - MBA
  - BBA
  - BSC FT
  - BSC ID
  - LLB
  - PhD

## Day 2
- **12th February, 2021 Friday**
- **Time:** 11:00 am to 1:00 pm
- **SEAS**
  - BTECH CIVIL
  - DIPLOMA CIVIL
  - BTECH ME
  - DIPLOMA ME
  - BTECH AUTOMOBILE
  - DIPLOMA AUTOMOBILE

## Day 3
- **13th February, 2021**
- **Time:** 11:00 am to 1:00 pm
- **SEAS**
  - BTECH IT
  - MTECH CS
  - DIPLOMA IT
  - MTECH IT
  - BSC IT
  - BTECH CS
  - DIPLOMA CE
  - MSC IT
  - BTECH EE
  - DIPLOMA EE
  - BTECH EC
### Day 4
15th February, 2021
**Time:** 11:00 am to 1:00 pm

- RBS, SOL, SOFT & SOS
- MSC MICROBIOLOGY
- BSC MICROBIOLOGY
- MSC BIOTECHNOLOGY
- BSC BIOTECHNOLOGY
- BTECH BIOTECHNOLOGY
- BSC MATHEMATICS
- MSC MATHS
- BSC PHYSICS
- MSC PHYSIC
- BSC CHEMISTRY
- MSC CHEMISTRY

### Day 5
16th February, 2021
**Time:** 11:00 am to 1:00 pm

- SOA
- B.Sc Agriculture